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More Kanopy Streaming Films
If you’ve been enjoying Kanopy’s award-winning
films and thought-provoking documentaries, you’ll
appreciate the new Kanopy subscription collection.
The new service gives our campus full access to
nearly 10,000 films, in addition to
the film-by-film licensing we will
continue to offer.
Kanopy also offers the latest festival hits, classic
films, and TV series to our users—and the topics
support a wide variety of disciplines.
If a film shows an orange “Request Access” button
when hovering over it, it’s not part of the subscription,
so you can fill out the request form under the film.

ACM Digital Library is Back!
ACM Digital Library is back. The Association of Computing Machinery’s database of scholarly articles and
conference proceedings supports the cybersecurity
program and computer science as well as many other
STEM fields. The College of Business & Economics
funds this important product and
we appreciate their support.

Check Your Films & Ebooks
Ebook Central (ProQuest) and Films on Demand add
new titles regularly. But they also remove titles twice a
year. So if you assign titles from these products to your
students, please check the links to make sure they still
get to the book or film. The Eresources Removal page
will list all the expiring titles.
Most of Kanopy’s (individually licensed) films also expire after a year. So use Research@UWW to check
Kanopy subscription dates. The new Kanopy subscription titles will not expire.
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Welcome New Library Staff
Melanie Jones joins the
Library as the Archives &
First Year Experience Librarian. She earned her
B.A. in History and American Studies from St. Olaf
College and M.L.I.S. from
UW-Madison. Before coming to Andersen Library,
she worked as the Engagement and Reference
Librarian at Lakeland University for three years.
Melanie enjoys playing board games with friends
and evening walks with her dog. She is looking
forward to getting to know the UWW community
and helping students access the information and
resources they need to succeed!

The Magic of LibKey
What if your browser were smart enough to determine whether any article you find on the web is
accessible to you?
What if all PubMed and Wikipedia article references had links to every article that UWW users
can access in full-text? The LibKey Nomad browser extension can do that!
The Library’s new suite of article linking (LibKey)
and journal browsing (Browzine) software will
transform the way UWW users access journal
content! The Library has just licensed this powerful software for three years.
Intrigued? Read more
about LibKey and Browzine
on the Andersen Library
Blog or see the Libkey/
Browzine Library Guide.

Questions? Contact your Librarian Liaison

